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Jonathan Legg is a veteran adventure traveler and TV host/producer,
specializing in off-the-beaten-path destinations. After decades of
strange, wondrous, and hair-raising experiences, he's extracted
timeless principles from the edges of our planet. 

Youth, ready to throw on their first rucksacks; digital nomads, hoping to
discover something life-changing over the horizon; and the swamped
executive, who's never had the time to explore the world, will all find
deep insight in these presentations. 

Jonathan teaches unique techniques, skills, and perspectives in an
interactive style, chock full of captivating stories, that are designed to
invigorate, encourage, and revolutionize your life and career. 



Keynotes

What the Entrepreneur Can Learn from the Traveler 

The 7 Realizations of the Conscious Traveler 

What do three old witches, in a panther-infested jungle, have to teach us
about sabotaging entrepreneurial potential?

How can a vampire, in the catacombs underneath Paris, guide you to more
fulfillment in your endeavors?

Why is a showdown with the backgammon champ of Instanbul the perfect
example for troubleshooting your setbacks?

Just as the value of hard work is easily demonstrated through physical exercise,
the principles of innovative entrepreneurship are made clear by conscious travel.
Movement into the unknown, the uncomfortable, and the unusual can turn you
and your business into game-changers. However, it's easy to miss these narrow
trails. Well-worn grooves pull most away from the richest rewards. Escaping the
ruts of mainstream tourism, Jonathan has found, at the margins, the lost keys to
innovative, meaningful, and rewarding lives and careers.

*Also available as a workshop, webinar, podcast interview, or virtual summit.

Learn three techniques that will transform an unmemorable trip into the
adventure of a lifetime.

Discover how to protect your money from misguided costs, avoid scam artists,
and identify the traps waiting for the unaware (including a dangerous one the
educated often fall into).

Find the overlooked angles that will enable you to build community, derive
deeper meaning in your work, and evolve into your best self.

Whether by switching on Netflix, or buying a plane ticket to a foreign land, we
humans love to immerse ourselves in other worlds. What do we hope to find
there, and could you be narrowly missing the very thing you seek? 

In a presentation designed for students ready to launch into the world, digital
nomads hoping to broaden their horizons, and anyone with an explorer's heart;
Jonathan shares the most revelatory epiphanies from filming throughout the
overlooked corners of the planet. 

*Also available as a workshop, webinar, podcast interview, or virtual summit.


